where w i j are estimated from t i , and G measures the distance between two viewing angles. The class model is built by grouping all tracks from all class instances on the basis of their similarity in descriptor and pose space through spectral clustering.
At run time, query features are matched against a set of model representatives, which are the cluster centers in descriptor space. The nearest neighbor matching in [1] is prone to ambiguities occurring with similar views. Graph matching permits to favor geometrically consistent poses by exploiting the inherent spatial ordering of the features.
According to the graph matching paradigm, each feature set is interpreted as an attributed graph defined by G = (V, E, A), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and A is an attribute matrix. We consider all test features as nodes of the test graph G and a subset of the model features as nodes of the model graph G . Each entry A mn represents some relationship between vertices m, n ∈ V . We defined A mm = f m , where f m is the feature descriptor, and A mn = (α mn , r mn ), where α mn is the angle between the x-axis and the directed segment P mn connecting the locations of features f m and f n , r mn is the length of P mn . A m n is similarly defined.
We search for a mapping M = {(m, m )|m ∈ V, m ∈ V } of the vertices that best respects the original attributes by maximizing the score
where g evaluates the attribute similarity. If M is expressed as a binary vector x, such that x mm = 1 if (m, m ) ∈ M, the problem solution is
x mn ∈ {0, 1} and Cx = b, where W is a matrix such that W mm ,nn = g(A mn , A m n ). Cx = b is a set of linear constraints that may be imposed on the solution. Diagonal entries in W are defined in terms of the descriptor distance, so that a high entry is assigned to feature pairs close in descriptor space; off-diagonal entries are defined in terms of the absolute angular distance and the Euclidean distance ratio of the corresponding segments. Therefore, a high entry is assigned to feature pairs whose locations are geometrically consistent in orientation and distance. By relaxing the integer quadratic problem, the solution x * is the principal eigenvector of W. As W has only non-negative entries, all entries in x * are in [0, 1], and the solution can be interpreted in probabilistic terms.
If p(α, c| f ) = p(α| f , c)p(c| f ) expresses the likelihood of observing feature f from viewpoint α and c being the correct match ( f ∼ c), then the best pose and matching for the query feature set
where p(α| f , c) is expressed in terms of the generative feature model and p(c| f ) in terms of the graph matching results. As x = 1 and x * f c ∈ [0, 1], the square of each score can be interpreted as a probability. Experiments on two car datasets show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms by 25%, as Table 1 shows. Even when the pose classifier is almost perfect, our method not only recovers the correct orientation over the whole pose range, instead of the smaller correct interval given by the classifier, but it is also more accurate.
The increase in performance is due to the higher capability of our algorithm to solve view-problematic situations as well as to an overall additional accuracy given by the introduction of geometric context in the process.
